
Tuesday 23rd June
LO: To find equivalent lengths between centimetres (cm) and meters (m).

https://vimeo.com/427994372
Here is the video link to help you if you can access it . 

Something we learned previously Something we learned last unit
Something we are learning 

today

What is the most popular fruit? _______________________

What is the least popular fruit? _______________________

Nijah buys 6m of ribbon.
She used 68cm of the ribbon to decorate a 
bag.

How much ribbon does she have left?

https://vimeo.com/427994372


I do You do

REMEMBER:

There are 10mm in 1cm

9 cm = 90 mm
The toy car is ______ mm long.



I do You do

To work out the distance between 5 and 17, we can use the different 
strategies we already know.

We could count on from 5 to 17.

We could count down from 17 to 5.

We could subtract 5 from 17.

17cm – 5cm = 12cm

What is the length of the car?

___________________



I do You do

The toy boat is  _12_cm long.

The toy boat is _4_cm longer than the toy car.

The toy car is _4_mm shorter than the toy boat.

The toy boat is  _____cm long.

The toy boat is _____cm longer than the toy car.

The toy car is _____mm shorter than the toy boat.

To work out how much longer the boat is than the car, we need to find 
the difference (subtract) the lengths of the car from the lengths of the 
boat. Check the unit of measurement you need to answer the question in.

12cm - 8cm = 4cm

To work out how much shorter the car is than the boat, we need to find 
the difference (subtract) the lengths of the car from the lengths of the 
boat. Check the unit of measurement you need to answer the question in.

12cm - 8cm = 4cm                4cm = 40mm

8cm
___cm






